Lighthill's theory, the effect of these different timescales on the sound emitted by such a model is also examined, and compared with direct numerical simulations.
Introduction
Space and time correlations of developed turbulent flows are of interest in many applications. Two-time two-point velocity correlations can be used for evaluating displacements of fluid particles [1] . In aeroacoustics, the computation of the sound radiated by isotropic turbulence depends strongly on the accurate estimation of the two-point and two-time 1 corresponding author: benjamin.favier@ec-lyon.fr velocity correlations [2, 3] . The small-scale fluctuations are spatially described in a good approximation by Kolmogorov theory [4] , i.e. < (u(x + r) − u(r)) 2 >≈ r 2/3 . It is also possible to derive the frequency spectrum of the Lagrangian velocity field from local similarity arguments. However, this approach does not predict the correct behavior of the Lagrangian frequency spectrum. The sweeping effect is assumed to play an important role, and the mean dissipation ǫ is not the only parameter of interest in the dimensional analysis, so is the rms velocity u 0 . Two distinct features can therefore be responsible for the temporal decorrelation of a Eulerian velocity field: the sweeping effect in which the dissipative eddies of the flow are advected by the large scale motion, and the Kolmogorov timescale based on local similarity arguments (also referred to as straining hypothesis or eddy-turnover timescale). These two hypotheses have been discussed for a long time [5, 6, 7] , and are assumed to be the two main timescales characterizing the various processes involved in the dynamics [8] . Some evidence of the sweeping effect in the inertial range can be found in both theoretical [7] , experimental [9] and numerical [10] studies. Note however that the inertial eddy-turnover time has been observed in [11] as the dominant timescale.
This paper focuses on Eulerian two-time correlations of velocity Fourier modes, and more specifically on the sweeping and straining hypotheses. This field has already been studied using large-eddy simulation (LES) [12] , as well as in the context of sound generation by isotropic turbulence [13] . In these cases, comparisons are made using LES, direct numerical simulations (DNS) and theoretical approaches. Since the sweeping effect is assumed to be part of the non-linear dynamics of the Navier-Stokes equations, it can be discussed using both numerical (such as LES and DNS) and theoretical approaches based on these equations. However, few numerical models offer the possibility to explicitly control the sources of unsteadiness, so that it is possible to look at their respective influences on time correlations.
The first aim of this paper is to propose an efficient numerical model in which both the straining and sweeping hypotheses can be introduced, and to look at their impact on space-time correlations. Kinematic simulation (KS) is such a model, since the unsteadiness is controlled at all scales of the flow. The modeling of these correlations is essential in many applications, e.g. as here rotating turbulence or the acoustic emission of turbulence. In the case of isotropic turbulence, analytical models for acoustic emission have been proposed [13, 14] , which we complete in the present work with numerical results drawn from kinematic simulations and direct numerical simulations.
We also investigate two-time correlations of flows dominated by mean rotation. In rotating fluids, the linear solutions for two-point two-time velocity correlation can be used for estimating Lagrangian statistics [1] . KS has already been used in that context [15] since it is possible to explicitly include the linear dynamics of rotating fluids in the model. We are therefore also interested in the comparison of the two-time correlation of rotating turbulence computed using DNS and KS including linear dynamics.
These correlations were also numerically studied by [16] for sheared homogeneous turbulence. The impact of the mean shear flow, with rate S, on turbulence is thus different from the one of the solid body rotation, even if they both call into play an additional time scale: S −1 versus (2Ω) −1 . The mean velocity gradient of the plane shear can be split into a symmetric part, related to an irrotational strain (rate S/2), and an antisymmetric part, related to a mean vorticity of magnitude S in the spanwise direction. These two parts have a different effect: the pure straining process deforms turbulent eddies directly, whereas solid body rotation results in dispersive waves. It alters the two-time second-order correlations (relevant here) and the energy cascade mediated by third-order velocity correlations (outside our scope, see e.g. [17] ), without direct influence on single-time second-order correlations. As a consequence, the energy spectrum is directly affected by the mean shear, as shown in Rapid Distortion Theory (RDT), but not by pure rotation (see, e.g. [18] ).
The following section will present the two numerical methods used in this paper: KS and DNS of forced turbulence. DNS is used to compute time correlations of velocity Fourier modes, and also provides the spectrum used to initialize KS. Section 3 is devoted to the comparison of space-time correlations and their Fourier transforms computed using DNS and KS in the isotropic case whereas section 4 is focused on the rotating case. An application to aeroacoustics, based on Lighthill's theory [19] and works by Rubinstein and Zhou [14] , is finally presented in Section 5.
Numerical methods
We compute two-time correlations and the sound generation of isotropic and rotating homogeneous steady turbulence. These quantities are derived from a velocity field which is generated using two different methods: DNS of the Navier-Stokes equations, that provide a fully non linearly evolving velocity field, and KS, which is based on a linear superposition of random Fourier modes. We describe each of the numerical procedures in the following, which are essentially the same as in [20] .
Direct Numerical Simulation
A pseudo-spectral method is used to solve the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in the rotating frame
where u(x, t) is the fluctuating velocity field, p the pressure, ρ 0 the density and ν the kinematic viscosity. Ω = |Ω| is the rotation rate and the rotation axis is assumed to be vertical along the z axis. The velocity field is computed in a cubic box of side 2π with periodic boundary conditions using 256 3 Fourier modes. The minimum wave number is then k min = 1. The initial incompressible velocity field is a random superposition of
Fourier modes with an energy distribution given by the narrow-band spectrum
. A spherical truncation of Fourier components is used to Figure 1 : Direct Numerical Simulation of forced isotropic turbulence: Energy spectrum for different iterations in time, starting from an initial narrow-band analytical spectrum.
avoid aliasing and the time scheme is a third-order Adams-Bashforth. Since the viscous decay is discarded in KS, we need to force the turbulence in DNS to allow comparisons between the two models. Moreover, the acoustic emission of homogeneous turbulence is very sensitive to the rms velocity of the flow so that the forcing will be necessary in section 5, devoted to aeroacoustics. A quasi-steady state is reached after a few eddy turnover times by injecting the energy ∆E T globally lost during one time step in an appropriately chosen range of wave numbers [k 1 , k 2 ]. The Fourier componentsû i (k, t)
are renormalized with the coefficient
1 otherwise.
Thus, the kinetic energy remains constant in both models. Figure 1 shows the corresponding evolution of the DNS energy spectrum in time, from the narrow band initial condition to a quasi-steady profile. The forced range of wave numbers is [
The impact of the forcing on time correlations and the smooth evolution in time of β can be found in [20] . It is shown that the forcing method does not modify time correlations, except for forced modes whose correlation time is slightly larger than in the decaying case. In the local Craya-Herring frame, a Fourier velocity vectorû(k) can be decomposed into its toroidal partû (1) (k)e 1 (k) and poloidal partû (2) (k)e 2 (k).
Kinematic Simulation
Originally, KS was used to compute single-particle diffusion of an isotropic velocity field [22] . Basically, the velocity field is a linear superposition of planar Fourier modes. As pointed out by Kraichnan, the main advantage of this model is to synthesize the velocity only among the particle trajectories. Since then, KS has been used in many applications, from Lagrangian diffusion of fluid particles [23, 24, 25, 26] to the propagation of acoustic waves through turbulence [27] and the noise modeling of turbulent jets [28] . Moreover, KS provides good two-time and two-point correlations compared to the ones obtained from DNS, at a reasonable numerical costs. Finally, background rotation or stratification can be introduced in KS through linear dynamics [15, 29] . In the following, we present the basics of the model (for more details, see [30] ), as well as some proposed improvements.
A fluctuating velocity vector is synthesized at any position x and at any time t in the form
where ℜ denotes the real part, M the number of modes and j 2 = −1. Many realizations of the flow (typically from 10 to 1000 realizations) and many modes (typically N ≈ 1000)
can be needed for statistical convergence. The incompressibility constraint k ·û(k) = 0 is verified by construction since the two Fourier components u (1) (k n ) and u (2) (k n ) are located in a plane perpendicular to the local wave vector k n , i.e. in the plane (e 1 (k n ), e 2 (k n )), see figure 2. The amplitude of each Fourier mode is derived from an imposed isotropic energy spectrum E(k), which has an analytical form in most studies.
In our case, the quasi-steady spectrum computed from DNS is used as an input in KS so that the two numerical methods are quantitatively comparable. Note that, looking at equation (4), there is no viscous decay in the present version of our KS. However, since the spectrum is characterized by an integral scale l 0 ≈ 1/k i where k i is the wave number of maximum energy (k i ≈ 3 here), and a dissipative scale η 0 ≈ 1/k η , where k η is the Kolmogorov wave number, it is possible to derive a Reynolds number from KS as
. The computational cost of KS does not depend on the choice of this
Reynolds number so that it is possible to compute velocity fields with an arbitrary large inertial range. The limit in the present study is the resolution imposed by DNS.
In our KS model, the distribution of the M wave vectors is different from the one used in the classical method, in which the wave number space is discretized with a geometrical distribution [30] . We introduce a more general statistical method to generate the wave vectors, which provides a sounder discretization than the classical method in the anisotropic cases. The wave number is considered as a random variable. Each Fourier modes carries the same amount of energy so that the pdf P (k n ) of this variable can be calculated from
where E(k) is the prescribed energy spectrum. The wave vectors are built using this distribution and by introducing two random angles with isotropic distributions. Figure   3 presents the quasi-steady spectrum obtained by DNS, and the equivalent KS energy spectrum derived from it. The spatial correlations of KS are then directly linked to the prescribed spectrum. Note that, in this model, only the second order spectra may be explicitly included. Therefore higher-order spectra vanish. In some previous works, devoted to the inclusion of non-Gaussianity in the high-order spectra and related turbulence time-scales with experimental support [31] , explicit data on the high-order spectra can be found.
Unsteadiness in the isotropic case
Since KS is mostly used in a Lagrangian framework, the unsteadiness of the synthetic flow is not generally studied in details. In many cases, the velocity field is frozen (i.e.
ω n = 0 for all n in equation (4)) without any consequences on the results concerning one-particle dispersion (see for example figure 10 in [23] ). When isotropic turbulence is considered, the unsteadiness is introduced via an arbitrary pseudo-dispersion law linking ω n to the wave number k n . Following [30] , it can be chosen to be proportional to the eddy-turnover time of the n th wave mode
where λ is an arbitrary real parameter which controls the amount of unsteadiness of the flow. λ is widely assumed to be around unity [25, 26, 23, 32] . This choice of ω n is often referred to as "local straining" and is a consequence of the local similarity approximation.
It can be considered as a Lagrangian inverse timescale, since it depends on the local scale 1/k n and on its energy E(k n ) only. The second possibility for defining ω n comes from the sweeping hypothesis, in which an inverse Eulerian timescale is built as
where u 0 is the rms velocity defined as
These two hypotheses are used and compared in this paper.
Another distinction can be made concerning the nature of ω n , which can be defined as a deterministic or as a random variable. As introduced in [30] , ω n is considered in the following as a Gaussian random variable, with mean value λ̟ n and standard deviation 
Unsteadiness in the rotating case
We focus here on the linear dynamics of rotating turbulence, and its impact on the unsteadiness in KS models. The system of equations (1) is linearized and Fourier transformed. The solutions of this system in the Craya-Herring frame (see figure 2), are generated by a simple Green's function
where σ R is the dispersion relation of inertial waves
Introducing the polar angle θ between the wave vector k and the rotation axis, equation (10) can be written σ R = 2Ω cos θ. Inertial waves are dispersive and the dispersion relation depends on the direction of the wave vector, but not on its modulus. As in [29, 20] , the solutions (9) are explicitly included in equation (4), so that the Fourier amplitudes u (1) and u (2) are now time-dependent. Given initial conditions derived from the prescribed energy spectrum, one can compute the velocity field at any subsequent time.
At this stage, the unsteadiness of the synthetic velocity field can be derived from two different processes: the classical arbitrary pulsation ω n in isotropic cases and the dispersion relation of inertial waves in rotating cases. It is important to note that the two sources of unsteadiness are very different since the arbitrary pulsation ω n affects all the Fourier modes, whereas the influence of the linear dynamics is different for the poloidal component u (2) (k, t) and the toroidal component u (1) (k, t), much as a phasemixing phenomenon.
Two-time correlations of isotropic turbulence
In this section, we focus on two-time Eulerian correlations of isotropic homogeneous steady turbulence, and we compare results obtained via DNS and KS. In both cases, we evaluate the two-time correlation of given velocity Fourier modes
The brackets < ... > denote the average over time, realizations and direction of the wave vector k. The normalization in (11) is relevant here since the energy spectra of the two numerical methods are the same. Thus, the two-time correlations of velocity Fourier modes are also the same for τ = 0. Following [10] , we also introduce the correlation time 
This definition of τ D is not unique, one could for instance also choose the half-width of the correlation function.
DNS results
We first use equation (11) τ D are much closer to the −1 slope than to the −2/3 slope. This confirms that the sweeping timescale is dominant at high wave numbers, thus at small scales. However, the conclusions remain unclear concerning the characteristic time of low wave numbers.
These conclusions are similar to the ones obtained by [10, 12, 33] .
KS results
As presented in section 2.2.1, one advantage of KS is that the unsteadiness of the flow is explicitly controlled via the arbitrary choice of a correlation frequency ω n . We investigate the two main possibilities in the isotropic case, namely the straining hypothesis (6) and the sweeping hypothesis (7) . Since ω n is considered as a Gaussian variable, one can pilot its mean and average by choosing specific values for the parameters λ and λ ′ . The input and parameters of KS are therefore the prescribed spectrum E(k) and the pair of variables λ and λ ′ . In most studies, λ ′ = 0, except [30] in which λ ′ = λ (some papers propose another way to randomize ω n , see for example [23] ). λ is often assumed to be close to unity, and a value around 0.5 is often encountered. The values of λ and λ ′ investigated in the present paper can be found in table 1.
From equation (4), two-time correlations are analytically known in KS. The only source of unsteadiness in this case of isotropic turbulence is the Gaussian variable ω n so that
where
In this case, time correlations depend only on the choice of λ and λ ′ , and on the relation ̟ n . Considering the influence of the standard deviation on the correlation R(k, τ ), we set the value of λ at an arbitrarily fixed 0.4 and we focus on the impact of λ ′ . The arbitrary law ̟(k n ) is here without importance and the unsteadiness of the velocity field is then derived from the straining hypothesis. is made without loss of generality.
When λ ′ = 0, each Fourier mode at a given k oscillates with the same frequency, defined by the pseudo-dispersion relation ω n (k n ) (equations (6) or (7)). Hence, at a given wave number, no decorrelation is observed, even for long time lag τ . These oscillations are not observed in DNS in which negative loops of R(k, τ ) are rare events (as in figure 4(a) ).
Note in addition that these oscillations vanish after integration over all wave numbers in equation (11), so that the dependence on the wave number in (11) is very important.
When λ ′ = 0, the standard deviation of ω n is different from zero, the oscillations are strongly damped, and the correlation R(k, τ ) rapidly goes to zero for large time lag.
This is due to the fact that, at a given wave number, two different Fourier components can have different frequencies. This observation supports the use of a Gaussian variable instead of the classical deterministic law ω n (k n ).
In figure 5 
2 ) and
Looking at figure 3, E(k = 6) = 3.2, so that equation (15) implies that
Given the additional constraint λ ′ > λ, it is then possible to derive different values for the couple of variables λ and λ ′ , at this given scale. Of course, the solution of the problem is not unique. In the following, we choose λ = 0.4 and λ ′ = 0.7.
Once λ and λ ′ are set, the time correlations of KS and DNS may be compared over all scales in the inertial range. The question is to find out which hypothesis, among the straining or sweeping ones, is the most relevant so that the correlation times are similar between KS and DNS at all scales.
Comparison between sweeping and eddy-turnover times
For a given range of wave numbers, a comparison of τ D obtained with DNS and KS is proposed. The resolution in wave-number space is limited due to DNS although KS can be used to compute statistics with a broader energy spectrum than the one presented in figure 3 . In section 3.2, we have seen that specific values for √ λ 2 + λ ′2 can be found so that KS provides good correlations for a given wave number. We have chosen k = 6 in section 3.3 in order to put the emphasis on the beginning of the inertial range, i.e. the Results of the KS model in which the sweeping timescale is used are represented by triangles in figure 7 . One observes that DNS and KS correlation times collapse at high wave numbers. The disagreement at low wave numbers can be attributed to many sources: the sweeping hypothesis is no longer valid for low wave numbers since the length scale is close to the one of the sweeping motion; the forcing of the DNS may enhance the correlation of forced wave numbers; and, finally, pseudo-spectral codes are known for their lack of accurate statistics at low wave numbers, due to discretization.
It is remarkable that there is no need to change the values of λ and λ ′ obtained in section 3.3 when the law ̟ n is switched from straining to sweeping timescale. This suggests that the straining hypothesis is valid for low wave numbers whereas the sweeping hypothesis becomes dominant as the wave number increases.
Two-time correlations of rotating turbulence
The aim of this section is to characterize the effect of rotation on the statistical quantities previously studied in an isotropic context. We are interested in two-time Eulerian velocity correlations of rotating homogeneous quasi-steady turbulence. This section is devoted to the comparison between results obtained via DNS and KS including the explicit linear dynamics of inertial waves (see section 2.2.2). The rotation axis is assumed to be vertical in the following. In an axisymmetric configuration, the correlation function (11) can be written in a more general form
where θ is the polar angle between the rotation axis and the direction of the wave vector. This time, the brackets < ... > denote the average over time, realizations and the azimuthal angle. Since the inertial waves are dispersive and the dispersion relation (10) is anisotropic, it is important to retain the dependence on the wave number k and on θ in (16) . 
KS results in the purely rotating case
In a first approach, we investigate the effect of solid-body rotation on two-time correlations in the linear limit. The constants λ and λ ′ are set to zero so that the inertial waves are alone responsible for the unsteadiness of the synthetic flow. The rotation rate
is Ω = 10rad.s expects that all the modes oscillate with the same frequency for a given value of θ. This behavior is observed in figure 8(a) , where the function R(k, θ, τ ) is plotted for θ ≈ 0 and 2 < k < 64. The thick line represents the function cos (2Ωτ ) which is the theoretical correlation function for vertical modes. As the polar angle θ increases, the pulsation of inertial waves decreases. In the limit θ → π/2, the Fourier modes are almost unaffected by rotation and tend to a stationary state (see figure 8(c) ). 
Comparison between DNS and KS
In this section, the correlation function (16) 
For vertical modes, the pulsation of inertial waves is maximum so that k c is maximum and the rotation influences a large range of wave numbers. As the polar angle θ increases, the pulsation of inertial waves decreases and the effect of rotation is dominant only at low wave numbers. The results presented in figure 10 are obtained with Ω = 50rad.s −1
(Ro ≈ 0.05) and u 0 ≈ 6, so that the critical wave number for vertical modes is k c ≈ 16, in good agreement with the transition observed in figure 10(a) . This analysis enhances that the effect of background rotation depends on the wave number and on the direction of propagation.
Here lies a significant difference between rotating turbulence and sheared turbulence.
On the one hand, the breaking of turbulence isotropy by rotation is subtle. The linear solution has no direct impact on single-time second-order statistics of initially isotropic turbulence, so that the energy spectrum is not affected (the time dependence induced by the phase term in the linear operator cancels out by multiplying e iσ R t by its complex conjugate, see the linear solutions of the system (9)). However, when considering two- time second order statistics, isotropy is broken by this linear operator (because of nontrivial phase-mixing induced by e iσ R (t−t ′ ) if t = t ′ ; see [15] for details). On the other hand, the energy spectrum is directly affected by the mean shear, so that it could be no longer considered as constant, in the presence of a mean shear flow [16] . In addition, the linear RDT solution involves a time-dependent wavevector in sheared turbulence, which reflects linear advection and cannot be removed by a change of frame as in the rotating case.
An application to aeroacoustics
The frequency of the sound radiated by turbulent flows is related to the temporal decorrelation of the turbulent scales. The costs of DNS increase dramatically in the aeroacoustic framework since the whole temporal evolution of the flow has to be stored. One solution involves a method combining LES for computing the turbulent sources and an acoustic analogy (or the linearized Euler equations). However, this suggests to study the effect of the subgrid scale model (SGS) on time correlations of turbulent flows and to understand the impact of the unresolved scales of the flow on acoustic radiation [34, 35, 12] .
In that context, KS is a good candidate to compute the small scale velocity field, unresolved by LES. This approach has already been used to study properties of scalar variances in turbulent flows [36] and particle deposition in a plane channel with a ribbed wall [32] . KS has also been used to compute interaction terms between the mean flow and turbulent fluctuations in the linearized Euler equations [28] . An application of KS used in addition of LES in an aeroacoustic context can be found in [37] . Note that, in addition to KS, a SGS model is still needed to solve the large scale motion of the flow. This aspect is beyond the scope of this paper (see [36] for more details). Considering the results of the preceding sections, time correlations of KS are closely linked to the choice of ω n . Time decorrelations of small scales have to be modeled by a Gaussian characteristic frequency (to avoid oscillations of R(k, τ )) and a timescale based on the sweeping hypothesis has to be used. These restrictions could have a considerable impact on the subgrid-scale velocity field computed by KS, especially in an aeroacoustics framework.
Moreover, given the good agreement between rotating DNS and KS including linear solutions, it is interesting to compare the acoustic emission predicted by these two models, in the case of rotating turbulence. The following part is devoted to the computation of the sound emitted by isotropic and rotating turbulence. Both DNS and KS including linear dynamics are used and Lighthill's analogy is used to derive acoustic properties of the flow from hydrodynamic quantities.
Lighthill's theory
The sound emission of isotropic steady turbulence is computed using Lighthill's analogy [19] . By re-arranging the Navier-Stokes equations, Lighthill established the following
where p(x, t) is the fluctuating pressure calculated at x, c 0 the speed of sound, V the volume of turbulent sources and T il = ρ 0 u i u l the Lighthill's tensor (the entropy noise and the viscous term are neglected). Equation (19) emphasizes the dependence of the sound pressure on the two-point (due to integration over V ) and two-time (due to the Isotropic DNS Equation (20) and sweeping hyp. Equation (20) and straining hyp. by experimental measurements provided in [38] .
Assuming the quasi-normality of the fourth-order velocity correlations and using the compact source assumption, it is thus possible to derive an analytical formulation for the sound emitted by isotropic turbulence [13, 14] . The acoustic power spectral density function written in the form
depends only on the energy spectrum E(k) and the time correlations function R(k, τ ).
This formulation is of particular interest here since these two functions are also the two inputs needed in KS. 
Results for isotropic turbulence
In this section, we compute the acoustic intensity of isotropic turbulence using three different approaches: (a) DNS, (b) KS and (c) equation (20) . The numerical parameters of the simulations presented in this section are gathered in table 2. Both eddy-turnover and sweeping timescales are explored when it is possible, i.e. using KS and equation (20) . On the one hand, equation (19) is used to compute the sound emitted by velocity fields derived from DNS and KS. The same algorithm is used in both cases. Details about the numerical aspect of the problem can be found in [39, 40, 20] . On the other hand, equation (20) is integrated directly using the same energy spectrum E(k) as for DNS and KS (i.e. the quasi-steady energy spectrum of forced DNS) and the sweeping (i.e. parison is presented in figure 12 , for KS results. These results illustrate the potential of KS as a diagnostic tool: it is possible to compare the influence of the two hypotheses discussed below in an unique model. The conclusions are the following: the acoustic power spectra computed from KS and equation (20) are very similar, especially at low frequencies. In addition, these results confirm the importance of the sweeping timescale in the acoustic emission by the small scales of a turbulent flow. KS therefore appears to be a possible model, with low numerical cost, to compute the small scale velocity field part in aeroacoustic studies, provided that the sweeping timescale is introduced [37] .
We have also performed KS with different values of λ and λ ′ (not reported here). The acoustic emission of the synthetic model is very sensitive to the value of √ λ 2 + λ ′2 (i.e.
to the half-width of the correlation function R(k, τ )), but not to the particular values of λ and λ ′ (i.e. the additional constraint λ ′ > λ observed in section 3.3 is not very important concerning the acoustic properties of KS).
Results for rotating turbulence
In this section, we move on to the acoustic emission of rotating turbulence. Figure 13(a) shows the acoustic spectra computed using DNS and for different rotation rates. The
Rossby number varies between unity and 10 −1 . As the Rossby number decreases, one can observe a dominant contribution from low-frequency components of the spectrum.
The rotation does not seem to modify the acoustic emission at high frequency.
The main interest of KS is to allow the separate use of different sources of unsteadiness. First, we observe the acoustic emission of a superposition of inertial waves. The arbitrary pulsation ω n is not considered in a first approach (λ = λ ′ = 0) so that the unsteadiness of the synthetic field is based on linear solutions of (9) only, and depends on the dispersion relation of inertial waves. Figure 13(b) shows the acoustic spectra computed from this simple KS model, for different rotation rates and with λ = λ ′ = 0. These simulations correspond to the acoustic emission of rotating turbulence in the linear limit.
A cut-off frequency is clearly observed, beyond which the rotation does not influence the acoustic emission. Moreover, this critical frequency is close to the maximum value of the pulsation of inertial waves ω max = 2Ω. For Ω = 50rad.s −1 , ω max ≈ 100 rad.s −1 , which is consistent with the cut-off frequency observed in figures 13(b) and 13(a). Of course, DNS results display high frequency components due to the small-scales of the turbulent flow with characteristic times much smaller that of inertial waves.
As already mentioned in section 4.2, it is possible to superimpose the two sources of unsteadiness in KS: namely the characteristic pulsation ω n and the linear dynamics of rotating fluid. In addition, the random pulsation ω n is reintroduced with λ = 0.4 and λ ′ = 0.7, and is based either on the straining or on the sweeping hypotheses. Figure 14 presents the acoustic spectra computed using KS for Ω = 25rad.s −1 and compared to the equivalent DNS ones. The agreement of the KS spectra with the DNS one is very good, all the more when the sweeping hypothesis is used. It demonstrates that, when modeling the acoustic emission, both the following ingredients are necessary: on the one hand, the use of linear solutions is responsible for the enhanced low-frequency acoustic emission;
on the other hand, the sweeping hypothesis is a good approximation to compute the small-scales decorrelation and the high frequencies acoustic emission. These conclusions, similar to the ones gathered in section 4.2, demonstrate the close relation existing between two-time correlations and the acoustic emission of homogeneous turbulence. The sound radiated by rotating turbulence is directionally dependent, even in the far-field approximation. Additional acoustic results concerning the effect of rotation on the dependence of the sound emitted with the Mach number, or the directivity of the acoustic emission, can be found in [20] .
Conclusion
In this paper, the time correlations of Fourier velocity modes are computed using DNS and KS. They are also related to two-point two-time correlations in physical space. Both isotropic and rotating homogeneous turbulence have been considered. The turbulence is quasi-steady, since DNS is forced at low wave numbers, and KS does not include the viscous decay. In the isotropic case, time correlations are similar in the two approaches provided two constraints are met in the KS model: the characteristic frequency ω n has to be Gaussian (at least random) for each Fourier modes in equation 4, and the sweeping timescale ω n ≈ k n u 0 has to be used, at least for high values of k n . In the rotating case, the linear dynamics, based on the dispersion relation of inertial waves existing in rotating flows, are explicitly included in KS. This simple approach allows to reproduce qualitatively the two-time correlations computed using DNS. The competition between the sweeping effect and the rotation is scale-and angle-dependent so that two spectral regions can be identified: the small wave numbers aligned with the rotation axis are dominated by rotation, whereas small scales or intermediate scales perpendicular to the rotation axis behave more similarly to the isotropic case and are dominated by the sweeping effect.
A direct application is the sound emission by turbulent flows, that strongly depends on two-time correlations. In this context, the acoustic emission of turbulent sources computed by KS has been studied, in which the unsteadiness is derived from both sweeping and eddy turnover assumptions. The frequency spectrum is compared with the one computed from a direct simulation of isotropic turbulent sources. Using the eddy turnover timescale in KS underestimates the acoustic power spectrum for high frequencies. An important improvement is found using a sweeping timescale, in which each 
